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Sammanfattning 

Den kinesiska muren är ett av de mest populära resmålen för nationella och internationella 

turister i Kina. För den som besöker detta underverk väntar branta och höga trappor men 

samtidigt också en häpnadsväckande vy. Projektets mål har varit att utveckla ett förslag till en 

lösning för att göra detta turistmål mer tillgängligt för rullstolsburna turister.  

En specifikationslista sammanställdes efter flertalet besök vid de olika sektionerna av den 

kinesiska muren kring peking vilket resulterade i höga krav på navigering över branta och 

oregelbundna trappsteg. Ytterligare var den givna tillgängliga volymen för ett fordon knapp då 

en låg tyngdpunkt var förmånlig samt att portarna på kinesiska muren var väldigt smala.  

Undersökning av befintliga terrängfordon, motoralternativ och drivmedel visade att ett 

batteridrivet bandburet fordon var det bästa alternativet tack vare sin utrymmeseffektivitet, 

däremot var energieffektivteten låg på grund av större förluster vid styrning. Ett större batteri 

gynnade dock den lägre tyngdpunkten.  

Det förslagna fordonet som tagits fram uppfyllde majoriteten av kravspecifikationen men inte 

kraven som ställdes på stabilitet i vinklar större än ±41°. Då förslaget som tagits fram inte är 

komplett eller slutgiltigt finns ytterligare arbete att utföra. Rekommenderat är att utföra mer 

omfattande simuleringar av en komplett modell. Med det nuvarande underlaget som 

utgångspunkt finns god möjlighet att utveckla ett fordon anpassat för lägre krav.   
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Abstract 

The Great Wall of China is one of the most popular destinations for national and international 

tourists in China. Steep and perilous stairs await those who take on this wonder of the world, but 

also a gorgeous view. The focus of this project has been to develop a proposal to make this 

tourist attraction more accessible to tourists traveling by wheelchair.  

A list of specifications was composed after multiple visits at the different wall sections 

surrounding Beijing, resulting in high requirements in regards to navigation over ste ep and 

irregular stairs. The calculated volume for any suggested vehicle was very low, partially due to 

the desire to keep a low center of gravity for the sake of stability, but also due to the narrow 

gates on the wall.  

The conclusion from research of current terrain vehicles, motor options and sources of energy 

was that a battery powered tracked vehicle was the best alternative. This was due to tracked 

vehicles being more space efficient, but it comes at the cost of increased power output caused by 

high friction when turning. The resulting larger battery was however a positive influence as it 

could be used to lower the center of gravity.  

The proposed vehicle that was developed fulfilled the majority of the specifications list, however, 

it could not fulfill the requirement of maintaining stability over angles larger than ±41° in a safe 

manner. As the proposal is not final nor complete, much work remains. It is strongly 

recommended to perform simulations of vehicle behavior and movement with a complete model. 

With current data, a good foundation has been laid if further development of similar vehicles, 

designed for more forgiving parameters is desired.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

This chapter contains the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis as well 

as a layout with commonly used terms for parts on tracked vehicles 

 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

B Distance between track centerlines / track width (m) 

α Arbitrary angle (degrees) 

    Common center of gravity location on x-axis 

    Common center of gravity location on y-axis 

   Material factor 

   Reliability factor 

    Stress factor 

   Size factor 

    Drive sprocket diameter (m) 

  Spring frequency (Hz) 

   Thrust on inside track (N) 

   Vertical force influence from motor torque (N) 

   Thrust on outside track (N) 

   Coefficient of motion resistance in longitudinal direction 

   Force from spring arm (N) 

   Force component in x-direction (N) 

   Force component in y-direction (N) 

  Spring constant (N/m) 

   Adjusted spring constant (N/m) 

   Ratio of the angular speed of the outside track sprocket to that of the 
inside  track sprocket   

   Tension concentration factor 

  Track surface contact length (m) 

   Road wheel arm length (m) 

   Vehicle length (m) 

   Vehicle mass (N) 

   Passenger mass (N) 

   Breaking torque due to friction loss (Nm) 

   Arbitrary force (N) 

   Resisting torque when turning (Nm) 

   Motion ratio between spring arm and road wheel arm 
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     Adjusted motion ratio between spring arm and road wheel arm 

  Coefficient of friction 

  Constant of efficiency 

     Maximum power needed (W) 

    Power needed for sustained forward motion (W) 

   Power needed for sustained turning (W) 

    Power needed when turning with breaking torque (W) 

     Power needed for turning whilst moving forward (W) 

  Drive sprocket radius (m) 

  Turning radius (m) 

    Drive sprocket radius (m) 

   Inner drive sprocket radius (m) 

   Outer drive sprocket radius (m) 

    Motion resistance when moving forward (N) 

    Reaction force in y-direction at bearing 1 (N) 

    Reaction force in y-direction at bearing 2 (N) 

    Reaction force in z-direction at bearing 1 (N) 

    Reaction force in z-direction at bearing 2 (N) 

   Approximated endurance strength (MPa) 

  
  Actual endurance strength (MPa) 

   Approximated ultimate strength (MPa) 

   Weight distribution per road wheel (N) 

   Approximated yield strength (MPa) 

     Maximum torque needed (Nm) 

   Torque transferred through suspension shaft (Nm) 

  Vehicle velocity (m/s) 

  Suspended weight  

   Rotational speed of driving shaft (rad/s) 

   Rotational speed of breaking element (rad/s) 

   Inner track speed 

   Angular speed for drive sprocket on inside track (rad/s) 

   Outer track speed 

   Angular speed for drive sprocket on outside track (rad/s) 

    Forward speed (m/s) 

   Vehicle center of gravity 

   Passenger center of gravity 

   Angular speed when turning (rad/s) 
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Abbreviations 

 

ULI Upper limb impairment 

CAD Computer aided design 

CG Center of gravity 

FEM Finite element method 
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Nomenclatures for tracked vehicles 

 

 

 

 

Nomenclatures for the suspension system 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains the background of the project, the main problem and goals intended to be 
achieved by the end of the project. 

1.1 Background 

China is a country of many extremes and contrasts where skyscrapers and highly populated cities 

intertwine with ancient historical sites and monuments. On any given morning in any city, it’s 

possible to watch old and young performing traditional Tai Qi martial arts in parks or around the 

open areas in front of the soaring sky scrapers. There are many other aspects that set China apart 

from other countries. The pure size and extent of the country offer curious travelers a slew of 

varying sights, traveling from county to county, each destination with its own particular history, 

nature and sometimes even influences from the west due to colonialism and trade.  

It’s easy to see how China becomes a prime choice for tourists, hungry for new sights, history, 

traditions and surprises. According to UNESCAP (2011), in 2010 alone, approximately 56 

million tourists (not including domestic tourism) traveled to China to partake of the country’s 

offerings.   

A first stop for many of these tourists will be the capital, Beijing, with worthwhile destinations 

such as the Forbidden City, the Summer Garden, Tian An Men square and last but not least, the 

Great Wall of China. In conjunction with the preparations for the Beijing Olympic games in 

2008 and the rapid expansion of the Beijing local traffic system, efforts were made to increase 

accessibility for wheelchair traveling tourists. These improvements were made by placing ramps 

over door thresholds, at stairs and also having elevators available at many locations where stairs 

interconnect floors.  

However, seeing as the historical sites are priceless and irreplaceable, alterations are extremely 

reserved and usually only superficial. Consequently, ramps and elevators can only be placed 

where there is space available.  The result is that sometimes neither ramp nor elevator will be 

constructed; alternatively, ramps will be crammed into the available space, making them very 

steep and unreasonably difficult to climb by foot or wheelchair, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  Ramps with inclinations steeper than 20° are not an uncommon sight 

One of the locations where this is the most noticeable is at the Great Wall of China, a monument 

with a history of more than 2000 years. The purpose of the wall was to defend China and its 

states from hostile invasions and enemy forces, thus it was constructed to achieve this purpose as 

well as possible. The majority of the walls around Beijing and at many locations throughout 

China are built on top of tall mountain ridges, and made to follow the curvature and outline of 

the ridges, making them hard to reach, and even harder to overcome, see Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. The Great Wall of China, writhing its way across the ridges into the distance 

Accessible is a word that hardly comes to mind when describing this major tourist attraction, and 

walking up to, and across the different sections of the wall is a demanding task by foot alone. For 

tourists traveling by wheelchair, many sections of the great wall are completely out of bounds. 

The few wheelchair friendly parts that do exist are short and offer little to see for those who have 

traveled far.   
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1.2 Problem definition  

The main purpose of the master thesis is to develop a vehicle that allows disabled tourists to 

explore parts of the Great Wall of China that currently are inaccessible for regular wheelchairs. 

Focus will be placed on developing a mechanized option that allows independent exploration 

without assistance.  

1.3 Scope  

The project is conducted in collaboration between the design and product development 

department at The Royal Institute of Technology [KTH] and the robotics department of Beijing 

Jiao Tong University [BJTU]. Research for possible solutions will include technology made 

available by the robotics department at BJTU that utilize different ways to create forward 

momentum. If this does not solve the problem, the research will fan out into other, more 

conventional means. Seeing as this is a one man project, some limitations must be applied to 

keep solutions from becoming too intricate, partially due to time limitation, but also level of 

knowledge in advanced robotics and mechanics.  

As the main purpose of the project is to find a solution especially adapted for the Great Wall of 

China, it is to be expected that the final product is extremely niched and not very suitable for 

usage elsewhere unless adapted. Thus, the primary buyer for this product will be either the state 

of China, or an organization responsible for purchases related to the wall. As this creates a 

limited need and market, it will be taken for granted that the production will not reach high 

volumes thus motivating higher than usual cost for components needed to solve the stated 

problem.  

The following restrictions and scope have been placed: 

Musts 

 The final solution will consist of a defined mechanism that solves the defined problem 

with motivations to support the selection.  

 Dimensions and material selection for constructed parts are to be presented. 
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Restrictions  

 Due to large uncertainties in forces affecting components, necessary formulas used for 

dimensioning must be presented, easing alteration of dimensions when more accurate 

data is available or need for usage in other areas demanded. 

  The project will not dwell into design and dimensioning of circuitry or electronic 

components aside from propelling motors and battery capacity.  

 Though a bit backwards, the full extent of ergonomics and user interface will not be taken 

into consideration as this is also a quite extensive area. 

 The final product will not necessarily be a finished, production ready product.  

 All calculations will be based on optimal, dry conditions with the coulomb friction model.  

Assumptions 

 The assumption is made that no alterations to the wall itself can be made in order to 

facilitate a more convenient solution to the main problem. This is based on general 

observations of existing alterations of different historical sites, where most do not attach 

permanently.  
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2 THEORY 

This chapter covers current conditions for wheelchair users as well as a few options at the 
mechanical department at BJTU. 

2.1 Wheelchairs 

The early wheelchairs can crudely be described as a chair with wheels. Since then, much has 

changed to present day. Not only has there been a big change in material usage, from rough 

wooden frames to strong light weight materials such as aluminum or carbon fiber, but also in 

technology incorporated into the chair. Selections are now available that grant any user the 

choice of the basic wheelchair, which fits the bill in function, but comes with restricted 

adjustability, to the much more advanced, fully electrical wheelchair with self adjustable 

inclining seats, all bells and whistles included.  

As progress has been made, and farfetched goals have become reality, new goals are made and 

set. Such goals are for example the need for wheelchairs that allow the user to explore areas on 

their own; as urban, areas with stairs or rough terrain in the woods. To meet this need, a new 

market has emerged that specialize in customized wheelchairs or extra parts that allow increased 

mobility and reliability see Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3. Thicker wheels, added handle steering/propulsion and fully customized tracked wheelchair 

 

Through increased demand and popularity, this market has also undergone a sort of development, 

now offering specialized vehicles for very specific areas of use. Products such as the off road 

hand-bike, see Figure 4, propelled by hands and steerable with both hands and chest, is one 

example of the many new products for use in rough to very rough terrain.  
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Figure 4. The Explorer II off-road hand-cycle 

 

Being able to evaluate and compare any suggested option against current alternatives is of 

interest. During the project, alternatives were compared against the standard wheelchair as 

described by the 2010 version of Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines 

(ADAAG) (The United States Department of Justice, 2010).  
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Calculating the center of gravity 

For a general case, the stability of a body on an inclination of α degrees, is determined by the 

location of the CG in relation to the lowest pivot point O, assuming the body is stationary and no 

sliding occurs, see Figure 5.   

 

Figure 5. Body on an inclined surface 

 

The force components Fx and Fy create a momentum around the pivot point O and as long as 

equation (1) is satisfied, no toppling will occur.  

 

               (1)  

 

To find the critical angle for toppling at a given location for CG, equation (1) is rearranged 

according to: 

  

                         

 

   

   

 
    

    
      

 

 
          

   

   

  
(2)  
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2.2 Robotics at BJTU 

Each year, the master and doctorate students at the robotics department work on projects aimed 

at developing different means of forward locomotion. As the time of the project, a veritable 

stockpile of different unique robots had been created, each moving about in their own particular 

manner. Even though many robots seem fairly simple, a great deal of thought has been spent in 

perfecting synchronized movement and movement patterns to create propulsion. Some robots 

were more successful than others, but in the end, they all moved about.  

The purpose of the projects was not mainly to create a mean of propulsion to be applied in a 

certain area, but to allow the students to develop an idea and work with it to achieve a working 

product. Although the robots move in different manners it is sometimes easier to see the motion 

and mechanics applied in other areas where the actual robot is fixed and its movements serve to 

adjust positions or angles of other components in a machine.   

 

 

Figure 6.  Robots using contortion and novel means to move about 

 

One trait that gathered the majority of the robots is fixed motion in the sense that each robot limb 

or joint, responsible for motion, had a fixed and non adjustable hardware configuration creating a 

fixed path. The size or shape of the movement path could not be altered without changing 

components and hardware in the robot. Apart from the group of robots with fixed movement 

paths there was also a robot available, developed in cooperation with the Chinese military that 

allowed for an adjustable movement path that could be changed on the fly. Unfortunately, this 

robot cannot be depicted, but the main principle will be explained later on in the report.   
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3 METHOD 

This chapter contains the methods used for gathering data as well as some initial conditions. 
Basic means of simulation cases in SolidWorks are also described briefly.   

3.1 Wall Sections Near Beijing 

As the project is targeting mobility on top of the Great Wall of China it is was essential to the 

project to actually visit different sections. All in all, the great wall stretches throughout the 

different counties of China, with a combined length of approximately 50000 kilometers. Even 

though many parts of the wall are frequented by tourist, it is hardly reasonable to analyze the 

entire length. To keep things within the limits of reason, the sections of the walls near Beijing 

and surrounding counties have been researched.  

The preliminary research method has relied heavily on online resources to provide data 

concerning transportation options and wall integrity. To keep within the scope, sections of the 

wall have been deemed suitable for further research if they fulfill the requirement to have 

available transportation for tourists as well as offering some sort of means to get onto the wall 

with a wheelchair. 

Selected sections were visited at least twice, with the first trips used as an approximation of 

effort required to cross the entire length by foot, and estimation of how challenging the 

requirements would be for each section. During the first visits, photos were taken across the 

length of the walls with and without a standard size A4 notebook (228x305 mm) in the pictures 

as a convenient and durable reference for size and inclination.  

During the second round of visits, the final selected sections were documented extensively with 

measurements for each incline and flight of stairs. To add some precision to inclines, the simple 

method of taking pictures of a weighted pendulum or water in a bottle, as a constant vertical and 

horizontal reference in relation to the ground; measurements could later be extracted with the aid 

of Adobe Photoshop, see Figure 7.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Paper block and water bottle used as references to calculate size and inclination  
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3.2 Analyzing the Human Body 

Everyone is different and making one solution that will fit all is virtually impossible, a frequently 

used design approach is to assure the product is designed to fit 95 percent of the population, 

making it less suited for 5 percent in the extremes, see Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. 95 % encompass the majority of the population, excluding a few percent in the ext remes  

 

Further variations and variables present themselves when looking at different types of disabilities 

that necessitate the use of a wheelchair. For this project, weight, and the location of the center of 

gravity is of importance and knowing the distribution of weight for the individual is critical. 

Different disabilities such as paralysation, limb deficiencies, and amputations of varying degrees 

or muscular dystrophy all have their own effect on the individual weight distribution, 

necessitating a model that can take all these into regard.  

To construct this model, MATLAB has been used to make a program that calculates the CG for a 

body in an arbitrary position, see Figure 9, with the possibility to enter a specific weight and size 

ratio for head, neck, arms, hands, torso, upper leg, lower leg and feet. Dimensions and weight for 

the different parts have been collected from Human Body Dynamics: Classical Mechanics and 

Human Movement (Tözeren, 2000) and are not specific for disabled individuals, but can be 

adapted to match those of an individual.  
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Figure 9. Center o f gravity marked with blue area for bodies in different positions 

By being able to vary the body positions, and also the option to include multiple objects apart 

from the body, a simple and fast analysis of the location of the common center of gravity could 

be performed. Using repeating loops, constantly changing the angular relationships between the 

joints, and imposing desired limitations on positions or angles, the final movement of the 

individual or common center of gravity could be illustrated with a field, from which desired data 

points could be extracted. 

3.3 Specifications 

Specifications for the project are divided into the groups: pre-defined, researched and derived. 

Pre-defined specifications stem from current standard guidelines for wheelchair design retrieved 

from ADAAG, used in the USA. These standards describe areas such as design of wheelchair 

friendly areas but also cover standards for wheelchairs, weight requirements etc. Although these 

are not Chinese standards, which could not be located, measurements described in ADAAG have 

very few deviations Hong-Kong standards (Buildings Department of Hong Kong, 2008). As 

initial research showed the largest groups of tourists came from the USA, ADAAG was chosen 

as the reference for these specifications. 

Researched specifications are results from repeated visits to the different sections of the Great 

Wall of China. These specifications entail measurements as stair sizes, inclinations, distances etc.  

Derived specifications can be seen as a combination of researched and pre-defined specifications, 

such as evaluating the inclination performance of a standard wheelchair on a section of the wall 

or setting required power for motors and battery capacity. Other specifications used that fall into 

the category of derived specifications are those relating to the location of the center of gravity, 

where the Matlab model was used to large extent.  
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3.4 Dimensioning 

Dimensioning can be divided into two sub-groups, fitting- and failure analysis, where fitting is 

space dependent and failure analysis is force dependent.  

Fitting 

For the entire project, SolidWorks has been used as the main CAD tool to model and fit the 

different components. At an early stage, where final parts were yet undecided, the internal sketch 

tool called “blocks” was used and relied upon heavily for both fitting early 2d mock-ups as well 

as allotting space and optimizing placement for parts such as road wheels and spring mountings, 

see Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. A parametric sketch was used to determine ride height, suspension travel, optimal road wheel 

size/spacing, suspension angles and much more 

 

By using multiple layers of blocks and codependent relationships, flat 2d parametric assemblies 

could be created and easily adjusted and from which both measurements could be extracted as 

well as approximate ranges of motion etc. 
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Failure analysis 

Dimensioning components such as ball bearings, springs, dampers and other components that 

will not cause immediate harm if failing have been dimensioned by following rules and 

equations provided by manufacturers. 

Other components that can cause potentially lethal danger if failing such as the suspension shafts 

have been designed by analyzing the forces affecting them. Simple force/shear and torque 

diagrams in combination with standard damage accumulation methods have been used to derive 

final dimensions. Factors such as local increases of stress, due to sharp corners, variations in 

force frequency, direction, amplitude, chosen material and desired use cycles have been taken 

into consideration.  

To further ensure the safety these components, they have been designed to withstand at least 3 

times the assumed maximum force before entering plastic deformation, giving them a very high 

degree of safety. The reason for this is because the potential consequences of a critical 

component failing is severe injury, also because there is uncertainty about the dynamic forces 

involved throughout usage.  

To verify the validity of the designed components, the solid 3D models have been subjected to 

force simulation, individually as well as in their final assemblies, using SolidWorks internal 

FEM suit.  

For parts such as spring and swing arms, the final form has been designed iteratively, running 

each new edition through simulations and then evaluating force flow, adding or subtracting 

material depending on results, see Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Component analysis; green arrows represent fixtures, purple – load, most stressed volumes highlighted 
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4 EXCECUTION 

This chapter describes the process of collecting data, comparison of measurements and 
reasoning behind made choices further into the project. In the second half, options are presented 
as well as required benchmarks needed to make an objective comparison.  

4.1 The Wall Sections 

In short, the Great Wall of China, as many walls, is made of bricks, lots and lots of bricks, made 

from fired clay, stacked on top of each other. More important though are the formations that the 

bricks have been placed into, it is interesting for this project as they set the requirements for the 

benchmark. Three sections of the walls around Beijing were visited; Badaling, Mutianyu and 

Jinshanling, following impressions were made: 

The Badaling section 

Being one of the biggest “tourist traps”, frequented by literal hordes of tourists, the Badaling 

section has become the most easily accessible wall section of them all. With both busses and 

trains running more or less back to back, directly to the wall from several key locations and 

terminals in central Beijing, getting there in 20 minutes is not a big problem.  

As far as accessibility on site is concerned, the entire stretch from parking lot/station up to the 

wall consists of ramps with varying degrees of slopes only. To get on to the wall there are two 

options, walking directly up to the wall by stairs, or taking a small fun-train up to the top, either 

option will get you there.  

Once on the wall, the leisurely stroll comes to a sudden halt and quickly turns into a sweaty 

uphill struggle. The Badaling section, albeit not very long, is extremely steep and at several 

locations the wall reaches an incline well over 50 degrees with step height of more than 30 cm, 

see Figure 12.   

 

 

Figure 12. Ancient perilous stair master under the guise of a popular monument 
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The Jinshanling section 

Not as popular or easily accessible as the Badaling section, the Jinshanling section is located in 

Miyun county, about 45 minutes away from Beijing by bus or car. The area in conjunction of the 

Jinshanling section, the Simatai section, is currently under development to facilitate easy access 

and direct transportation due late 2013.  

At the time of visit in early 2012, there were no other option to climbing the stairs from the base 

to the top of the wall; if this is to be changed in conjunction with surrounding construction is 

uncertain.  

In difference to the Badaling section and Mutianyu section, Jinshanling has been allowed to 

deteriorate from its’ original condition, resulting in a more “authentic” feel that draws many 

tourists. As the wall is in varying states of deterioration, several parts exist where there simply is 

no wall, or no stairs, connecting two parts, just a chasm, see Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13. A lbeit beautiful, climbing stairs is going to be the smallest of problems to overcome 
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The Mutianyu section 

Much similar to the previous sections, the Mutianyu section of the great wall offers a spectacular 

view. Being very accessible by public transportation as well as organized trips from all major 

stations, the only mentionable downside would be the one hour trip required to reach the 

somewhat off destination.  

The wall itself is restored, is easily accessible and a lot more flat, comparatively, across the 

majority of the stretch. Even though being a bit off from Beijing, the noticeably decreased 

presence of tourists as well as a slew of ramps only means that navigation by wheelchair is made 

easier. Of all three sections, this section is the most preferred one with regard to on-site 

accessibility and not quite dreadful stairs and inclines. Because of this, the Mutianyu section was 

chosen as the section on which the project would be based upon.  

The Mutianyu section – continued  

Apart from the wall itself, the cable car that goes up to the cable car station on top of the wall 

will be included, because it is the only way to get up, if traveling with a wheelchair.  

As previously mentioned, the Great Wall of China, around the Beijing area is mainly constructed 

on mountain ridges at very inaccessible areas. Of course, by having ramps and driveways 

everywhere, both wheelchairs and cars can access all areas at the base of the great wall. 

Unfortunately it is hard to get around the laws of physics, and as space sometimes is limited, 

ramps and roads get very steep and hard to ascend. The reason this is mentioned is because the 

roads/ramps are of such inclination that assistance will be needed if traveling with regular 

wheelchairs, either to help push or to prevent the wheelchairs from toppling backwards. At the 

cable car station, there is an elevator to the cable car departure hall. The cable cars are constantly 

in motion and boarding is performed by stepping into the cars in motion, they can be stopped if 

needed, and there is a movable wheelchair ramp available  to bridge the gap between floor and 

car.   

 

Cable car 

When looking at dimensions, the size of the car is pretty small, and cramped. When the doors 

open, the maximum width allowance for entry is 55 cm due to the car door swing arms needing 

internal space to operate. This already creates a bit of a problem as standard wheelchair range 

around 60-70 cm in width. Once inside, there is about 60 cm available empty space before the 

seats start, Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Layout of cable car, measurements in [m] 
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The wall and towers 

The width of the wall varies quite a bit, at the Mutianyu section, at its’ most narrow pa rt, the wall 

is roughly 4 meters wide. This measurement creates a size restriction of about 2.8 m in length or 

width for anything performing a zero radius turn.  

Only the less steep parts of the north Mutianyu wall section, connected to the ramp from the 

cable car station, have been measured and mapped. From these measurements a 2D model has 

been produced, on which calculations and specifications are based on, see Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. A less impressive, 2D representation of the Mutianyu wall, scale in [m] 

 

Constructed along the wall, with regular intervals are towers, and along this particular stretch the 

towers are very similar in layout and measurements. Some variations do occur but they are 

mostly cosmetic. A general layout has been created with measurements, see Figure 16. In 

comparison to the broad walk on top of the wall, space is considerably restricted in the towers, 

restricting width of anything that enters to 0.7 m. See Table 1 for full specifications concerning 

dimensions on the Mutianyu section of the wall.  
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Figure 16. General internal measurements of the watch towers [m]  

Table 1. Wall benchmarking specificat ions 

 

Maximum inclination (+/-) 54  [degrees] 

Total distance 910  [m] 

Approximate amount of steps 1000 [steps] 

Minimum gateway width 0.7 [m] 

Maximum allowed dimensions in 
tower (optional) 

            [m] 

Maximum allowed dimensions 
on wall (not optional) 

          [m] 

Maximum allowed width in cable 
car 

0.55 [m] 

Maximum allowed length in 
cable car 

0.11 [m] 
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The measurements of the human body 

For all calculations concerning the center of gravity for the human body, the following data has 

been used based on a total body weight of 114 kg and a height of 1.9 m, see Table 2. According 

to ergonomical seating recommendations, the angle between thigh and spine should be at least 

105 degrees and angle between thigh and calf of at least 90 degrees, but preferably around 127 

degrees in order to decrease compression and load on the spine. The recommended line of sight 

should have a span of at least 30 degrees below the horizon. (Prevent, 2008) 

 

Table 2. Body part measurements  

 

Body part Weight distribution [%] Part length/total body height [%] 

Head & neck 7.1 13.8 

Torso 48.3 30 

Thigh 10.5 23.2 

Calf 4.5 24.7 

Foot 1.5 4.2 

Upper arm 3.3 17.2 

Forearm 1.9 15.7 

Hand 0.6 10.4 

 

Thigh-spine angle ≥105 [degrees] 

Thigh-calf angle ≥90 [degrees] 

Viewing angle below horizon ≥30 [degrees] 
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Wheelchair measurements 

By analyzing the combined measurements for the human body and standard measurement set by 

ADAAG, see Figure 17, the capabilities of the standard wheelchair can be measured.  

 

Figure 17. Standard wheelchair measurements  [m] 

The results of basic minimum requirements have been complied into Table 3. Included are 

maximum mean power output generated by both individuals with and without upper limb 

impairment (ULI) (Margaret A. Finley, et al, 2002).  
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Table 3. Standard wheelchair benchmark 

 

Maximum supported weight 114 [kg] 

Standard maximum width 0.66 [m] 

Minimum required width clearance 0.1 [m] 

Standard maximum length 1.07 [m] 

Center of gravity height 0.8 [m] 

Critical positive inclination  16 [degrees] 

Critical negative inclination 18 [degrees] 

Critical sideways inclination 22 [degrees] 

Turning radius ≥0 [m] 

Recommended speed 0.46  [m/s] 

General power output w ULI 15.8  [W] 

General power output w/o ULI 57.2  [W] 
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Derived specification 

Passing through door frames will require a certain amount of navigation room as it is not feasible 

to expect a vehicle with the same width as the door to pass through without making contact. To 

create some clearance whilst not at the cost of horizontal stability a space of 5 cm on each side 

will be given.  

With clearance included, the maximum width of a vehicle passing through the gateways on the 

wall becomes 0.58 m. Combining this with the maximum sideways inclination a wheelchair can 

overcome; the vertical orientation of the solutions center of gravity can be calculated based on 

(3). 

 

    

    
      

        

       
        

(3)  

 

The high location of the center of gravity indicates that a rather high and vertical seat ing position 

similar to that of a wheelchair is a possibility. No matter the result, a comparison must be made 

in the longitudinal direction to determine requirements on vehicle length when ascending and 

descending an incline of 53 degrees. With     known,     becomes: 

 

                                  (4)  

                 

 

Length is not a critical factor, though it should be kept shorter than 1.9 m if possible to improve 

general handling. As far as width goes, restrictions due to the required space for hips (Prevent, 

2008), the decision was made that the vehicle and traveler cannot occupy the same space at the 

seat, as seen in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18. The total volume reserved for the vehicle is reduced and restricted to a height of 0.3 m 

 

Following parameters have been concluded: 

 Maximum vehicle footprint: 1.9x0.70 m 

 Maximum height of CG: 0.7 m 
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4.2 Component Selection 

Taking all vehicle components into consideration, evaluating the consequences and changes in 

variables they cause one another is a rather mindboggling task which is hard to structure and 

reason around since many factors are codependent.  This codependency means that one alteration 

for one component creates a wave of new alterations for all other components that in the end will 

affect the initial values for the first component, requiring further adjustments – and another 

iteration of redesigns of the other components, hence creating a never-ending circle of 

adjustments. 

An undeniable fact is that the vehicle needs to be moved by some sort of propulsion, restricted 

by the previously designated space. In turn, the selected propulsion needs power to perform, 

creating another quantifiable unit, watts, needed to operate. Depending on power needed, further 

specifications and limitations can be set and evaluated against the user. By reorganizing the 

options with propulsion as the most important starting point, and suspension as the least 

important component, a decision/work-flow matrix is created, see Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19. By organizing several codependent components, a more structured work flow is created  

Previously mentioned dependencies are illustrated as lines connecting the different components 

together. The two first columns represent component options or concepts that will be evaluated 

against each other and against given restrictions stated in column 3. Finally, suspension will be 

adapted to fit into whichever previous constellation of concepts deemed suitable as its main 

purpose is to provide shock relief for passengers and also improve handling to some extent.  
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4.3 Component Options 

Propulsion 

Many options exist on the market aimed at negotiating rough terrain and obstacles of varying 

size and nature. The obstacles needed to be overcome on top of the Great Wall of China come in 

the form of large steps and thresholds largely varying dimensions. Because of this big difference 

of step size, options that depend on fixed span movement, such as legs moving in a constant 

pattern, are excluded as they are not considered to safely and reliably cross irregular and less 

than ideal surfaces. Fortunately, many alternatives remain. 

 

Wheels 

If you haven’t heard of the wheel, shame on you. The all terrain vehicle (ATV) or heavy 
transport vehicles, commonly available both in private and military models negotiate difficult 
terrain using varying specifications and are an excellent option for this project. Usually ATVs 

have up to 8 or more independently powered, suspended and sometimes even independently 
steered wheels. The main advantage of having a larger amount of independently sprung wheels is 

increased traction, excellent flexibility in steering, reduced body sway and reduction of frame 
torsion. Combining the setup with deep grooved tires and high ground clearance, driving on flat 
solid ground or hilly soft soil becomes easy, see Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20. The ETF MF240 mining truck and the Argo Avenger EFI, two high mobility solutions for different needs  
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The Mecanum wheel  

Invented in Sweden at the company Mecanum, the wheel consists of several 45° angled flanged 

rolls mounted on a rim. What sets the Mecanum wheel apart from the majority of the group is 

how propulsion is achieved. When rotated, the angled rollers produce a force in a normal to the 

angle of the roller. By varying the rotational speed and direction of rotation, the force vector can 

be adjusted, and when combined with the other three wheels, the vehicle can be controlled 

without turning the wheels as in regular steering, see Figure 21. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. The Mecanum wheel allows for d irectional control simply by varying rate and direction of wheel rotation 

In turn, the Mecanum wheel offers extraordinary agility and enables moves such as sideway and 

diagonal strafing, zero radius turns and any other directional movement desired. Currently there 

are no commercially available Mecanum wheel wheelchairs, but several models are under 

development. At present date the Mecanum wheels are being used in forklifts in storage areas 

where space is restricted and maximum agility desired, see Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Mecanum wheels as used in the Airtrax Sidewinder forklift  
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Continuous tracks 

Compared to wheels, continuous tracks have an increased surface area, distributing the vehicles 

weight more evenly and reduce problems as sinking on soft surfaces such as mud or snow. With 

greater surface contact comes greater traction, resulting in power being transferred with reduced 

slippage. For terrain negotiation, in contrary to the wheel which follows the contours of the 

terrain, having to travel up and down divots, tracked vehicles span smaller divots allowing the 

road wheels to follow the contour of the track instead of the ground, yielding better comfort and 

stability. 

However, a large surface contact is also disadvantageous as steering becomes more difficult due 

to rotational friction; unless some sort of articulated steering is included which negates some of 

the resistance. Continuous tracks for cars, trucks and wheelchairs are available for purchase as 

modular parts or complete products.  

 

Power supply 

Motion requires energy and power, expressed in watts, the two alternatives available to produce 

this energy is either manual energy, provided by the user, or stored energy as such in batteries or 

petrol. Depending on which one is chosen, propulsion, steering and accessibility become affected. 

As the average continuous output power for wheelchair users with and without ULI is 57 and 17 

watts respectively. The limitation for energy for batteries is space, and thus, the more that will fit 

into the vehicle, the more energy can be stored.  
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4.4 Selecting Mean of Propulsion 

With a limit on maximum vertical CG, it is desired to have a compact vehicle, leaving a very 

small volume for any wheel or tracked mechanism to occupy. As there is a limiting factor on 
width too, a size of maximum 58 cm, which is not much more than the width of the average 
person, the mechanism cannot be placed on the sides of the passenger neither.  

Keeping this in mind, several solutions regarding ways of obstacle negotiation for wheeled and 
tracked vehicles have been researched based on the previous options. The general results show 

that both options provide ample obstacle negotiation, however, as in any comparison; both have 
their merits and flaws.  

For all intents and purposes, a multi wheeled, independently wheel driven and steered option 

would be the best solution when taking speed and mobility into consideration. However, with the 
set limitations of operating space being narrow, one of the flaws for wheeled alternatives 

becomes apparent.  

For wheels, there is a certain limit of how big an obstacle can be before it becomes a problem; 
this limit is usually at the size of half of the wheel radius. Any obstacle below this point can be 

overcome with relative ease using the fact that the wheel rolls over it. But as the obstacle 
becomes larger, the wheel has to “climb” the obstacle relying on friction to provide enough 

traction to lift it upwards. 

Tracks share the same limitation for overcoming obstacles, but in comparison to the wheel, it is 
limited by the position and dimension of the front guide sprocket, see  Figure 23. Because of this, 

tracked vehicles have a better obstacle climbing ability when given a defined amount of 
operational space where an elevated front guide sprocket can be fitted.  

 

 

Figure 23. Illustration of vertical step size H and relat ive size between wheeled and tracked options  
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Having a wheeled mechanism that in a safe way climbs and overcomes the steep stairs is a hard 
compromise to make. Larger wheels increase the size of the steps that the mechanism can climb, 

but also increases the height of the CG, making the craft less stable. At the same time, larger 
wheels mean fewer wheels, as there is a length restriction and fewer wheels mean that the 

number of points of contact on the ground decrease, risking a lower traction and increased risk of 
slippage. 

Furthermore, which becomes more apparent by the previous illustration, is that suspension and 

suspension travel can be fitted within the volume inside of the tracks. The same option does not 
exist for wheels, where space for vertical suspension travel must be added. A continuous track is 

the sensible choice.  
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4.5 Different Ways to Steer 

 

Clutch/brake steering system 

A very simple system, based around a single powered axle (green), connected to the drive 
sprockets (red) through clutches. To create a speed differential and engage in a turn, either one of 

the clutches can be disengaged, allowing each individual axle to move on their own and by 
applying breaks on the inner most tracks, the turning radii can be narrowed, see Figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24. Schemat ic view of a clutch/brake steering gear assembly  

 

 

An inherent flaw with the clutch/break system is that when traveling in an incline and engaging 
in a turn, it is possible that the vehicle will turn in the opposite direction. For this to happen, one 

of the clutches must be fully disengaged which allows the axle to gain speed independent ly of 
the clutched axle, making it possible for the track to gain more speed than the powered track. 
This flaw can lead to unexpected, sudden turns.  

 

Braked differential steering 

The clutch/brake system can be simplified even further, with braked differential steering. By 

doing away with the clutch and using a differential, the speed can be varied between the tracks 
by simply applying brakes, see Figure 25. 
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Figure 25. Layout for braked differential steering  

 

Although being a very simple system, the braked differential system is even less power efficient 
compared with the clutch/break system. When steering, the breaks not only need to dissipate the 
motion of the tracks, but also part of the power from the engine as they cannot disengage.  

Of course, there are always different ways of improving efficiency, and through time, more 
advanced braked differential steering have emerged such as the double and also triple differential 

steering. These systems have not been looked into due to increased and excessive complexity.  

 

Drive sprocket size ratio 

It is possible to exclude steering based on clutch/brake and differential steering entirely. As the 
main requirement to steer is to create a speed differential between inner and outer tracks other 
approaches are available. One of these approaches is to vary the size of the drive sprocket. By 

having a main axle rotating at constant speed ωa, varying the inner and outer sprocket radii, ri 
and ro , independent track speeds are created, Vi and Vo, described by (5) and (6). 

 

          (5)  

          (6)  

 

Turning radii can then be expressed with equations (5) and (6) as 

 

 
   

 

 

           

           
 

(7)  
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Varying size of the drive sprocket is not an entirely easy task to accomplish, fortunately, an 
existing option, provided by BJTU is available, see Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26. The basic components and assembly of the variable radii wheel  

 

1.   The foundation of this wheel is the main hub, rotating at the same speed as the shaft driven 

by the motor. On the main hub there are three protruding sprockets with connections for link 

arms as well as two cutouts for shafts for gears that are to be mounted on the main hub.  

2.   Of the two gears, one is motorized and the other is driven by the first. As they are mounted 

directly to the main hub, separated from the shaft that drives the main hub, they create 

independent relative rotation. If the gears do not move, they are locked in position and rotate 

with the main hub. 

3.   To utilize the relative rotational capabilities of the gears, a three-spoked wheel is fixed to the 

driven gear. At the end of the spokes, there are connections for link arms as well.  

4.   By connecting six identical link arms and three separate crescent shaped bodies, the 

adjustable wheel has its final shape.  
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Seen from the front, the wheel has a fixed radius 

and shape, assuming that the motorized gear stays 

static. As the main hub rotates, all parts will rotate 

in conjunction.  

When adjustment is required, the motorized gear 

will start to turn the driven gear. Due to the design 

and connection of the links, the crescent shaped 

parts will start to change alignment, altering the 

radius of the circle that encompasses all parts, see 

Figure 26.    

Depending on how the links and crescent parts are 

designed, the final shape and increase in radius can 

be decided.  

The actual use of this wheel at BJTU is to have a 

vehicle with the ability to change between a high 

speed (round wheel) mode and a low speed but 

high grip/climb ability mode. As seen in the three 

step progression, the wheel eventually turns into a 

three “legged” wheel. When applying coarse 

textured rubber along the outer edges of the 

crescent shaped parts, the final configuration has 

an easier time climbing over objects.  Personnel 

transportation is not the intended use of the vehicle 

that uses these wheels. 

The use of this idea applied on a wheel or on a 

gear as a mean of creating a speed differential due 

to change in radius is possible. However, it is not 

very practical - to create a large speed differential, 

one of the wheels must be able to achieve a near 

zero radius. This is not only hard to design for, but 

also perilous as it would mean that the craft using 

the wheels would tilt when turning.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 27. The movement steps of the adjustable 

wheel available at BJTU 
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Continuously variable transmission 

Also shortened to CVT, the continuously variable transmission works as a gearbox and 

transmission combined. The main function of a gearbox is to vary torque input/output with the 
consequence of an equally large variation between shaft input/output speeds. By having several 

gears, different ratios can be offered suited for specific operational needs. The CVT however, 
has an infinite amount of gears and ability to change back and forth between any gears without 
having to declutch, in a sense it could be compared to an automatic box with infinite gears.  

The main principle of how one type of CVT works is described by Figure 28, in this particular 
example wheels are used to provide the endless combinations. Connection between the two 

wheels is made at one point, either by friction or by other means. The gear used is determined by 
the ratio between input wheel radius and its radial location relative to the center of the output 
wheel. 

 

Figure 28. A CVT provid ing endless gears depending on position of the input wheel 

 

To shift gears, the point of contact is moved, either by moving the wheels in relation to each 

other or, depending on design, moving the transmission element, see Figure 29. For certain types 
of CVTs, it is possible to disconnect the point of contact between the two wheels, allowing the 
output shaft to rotate independently of the powered shaft.  
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Figure 29. Chained CVT drive using cones to create different diameter rat ios . To change gear, the chain position is 

shifted 

 

 

For the purpose of steering, the CVT is ideal as it can perform the same functions in a smaller 

envelope of space compared to both the braked differential and clutch/brake steering system. By 
using CVTs designed for use in bikes, such as the NuVinci CVT, on each side of the main 
driving axis, independent motion and steering can be achieved even though the main shaft rotates 

at constant speed.  

 

 

 

Figure 30. Steering configuration with two CVTs on either side of a driven central shaft   
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Electrical motors  

Many electrical motors operate and generate force by interaction between magnetic fields and 

current carrying conductors to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. Vehicles using 
electrical motors do not necessarily need the same mechanical components such as transmissions 
and clutches, opening possibilities for a more compact design and freedom of placement as they 

are independent of each other. Depending on the need, gearboxes can be fitted directly onto the 
electrical motor to provide a larger range of power in exchange for rotational speed.  

A double edged property of electrical driven vehicles is the need for large amounts of power 
capacity when extended range or a large demand for power exists. For vehicles not connected to 
an external power source the answer lies in using onboard batteries. As batteries have a lower 

energy density/kg than alternatives such as liquid fuels, see Figure 31, battery packs for vehicles 
have a tendency to become large and heavy. The advantage is that batteries can be placed at 

desired locations, requiring only wiring to interconnect, meaning the heavy packs can be placed 
in the bottom of vehicles, lowering the average CG, increasing stability and improving handling.  

 

 

Figure 31. Energy density for different sources of power 
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4.6 Determining Vehicle Weight 

In comparison to the space occupied lengthwise by the passenger, the initial vehicle length seems 

unproportional. The length serves a purpose by adding stability, but with the desire to increase 

space efficiency, attempts will be made to reduce this length without seriously affecting 

performance.  

For two bodies, the vehicle with mass    and passenger with mass     combined, with vertical 

CG location above ground of          , the common CG     is described by (8). 

 

 
    

         

     
 

(8)  

 

 

With a given a maximum     located between           , and given the parameter   , equation 

(8) is rearranged into: 

 

 
      

  

  

  
  

  
      

(9)  

 

The following can be concluded: 

 1.                                      

2.                                    

3.                           

 

1.   When the mass of the vehicle greatly supersedes the one of the passenger, the common center 

of gravity sinks below the one of the passenger and approaches    . The result is that the 

passenger can be placed at a higher position without large influence to stability or location of 

     

2.   Inversely, when the vehicle is light in relation to the passenger, the center of gravity will start 

moving towards   . If     is located within a given envelope of space, then the vehicle must be 

constructed so that   is extremely low, resulting in a very compact and flat vehicle.  

3.   When the two masses are identical, the center of gravity will reside in the middle between     

and   . 
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For the set specifications, a heavier vehicle and lighter passenger is preferred, unfortunately, 

passenger weight has a maximum weight requirement and is fixed, and thus craft weight alone 

can be varied. In order to make progress with further calculations, the assumed vehicle weight 

will be set to 80 kg. If the final craft weighs less than 80 kg, ballast can not only be added to 

compensate for lacking weight, but also distributed as needed to adjust the common CG. 

 

4.7 Simplified Kinetic Analysis of Tracked Vehicle Steering 

The basic idea of how to steer a tracked vehicle is very simple; create a thrust differential 

between the two tracks so that the track on the inside of the turn runs slower than the outside 
track. By varying the relative speed difference and direction of motion of the two tracks, turns of 
various radii can be engaged in. Dividing the motion of turning into its main components, 

translational movement and rotation, a deeper analysis can be performed, see Figure 32. 

 

  

Figure 32. Turn ing radii depends on the thrust variation between inner and outer track  

 

Tracks can in a blunt way be described as very long tires, experiencing the same types of 
resistance when turning and moving forward. Motion resistance is caused by internal bearing 

friction, friction with the ground in longitudinal direction,     , and rotational resistance,   , 
caused by friction between track and ground along the length of the track whe n rotating. As a 

track has a much longer surface contact area than a tire, this resisting torque has a much larger 
influence for power requirements in tracked vehicles  than in wheeled vehicles. The thrust 

required to overcome these resistances are described by the basic equation (10) and (11), where 
  is the distance between the centerline of the two tracks (J.Y Wong, 2001). 
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(10)  

 

 
   

   

 
 

  

 
  

  
 

 
 

  

 
 

(11)  

 

Depending on the number of road wheels, the number of frictional forces and their distance from 

the center of the tracks vary, but for the sake of comprehension it is assumed in this example that 
the tracked vehicle has an evenly distributed weight across the entire surface of the track, as well 

as constant frictional forces, see Figure 33. By integrating the individual friction forces along 
each track, the generated torque    around the center of the two tracks is calculated by equation 

(12).  

 

 
     

  

  
     

 
  

 
   

   

 
 

(12)  

 

 

 

Figure 33. Turn ing resistance for a tracked vehicle with uniform pressure distribution   
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With    defined equations (10) and (11) are rewritten as 

 

 
   

  
 

 
 

   

  
 

 

(13)  

 

 
   

  
 

 
 

   

  
 

(14)  

 

The influence of size ratio on power 

A tracked vehicle is traveling in a straight forward line and engages in a turn with an infinitely 

large turning radius. The change in relative speed and direction of motion between the two tracks 
are infinitesimally small and can be neglected. The only resistance needed to be overcome, is the 

resistance of forward motion due to longitudinal and internal friction of components, Rst . The 
power Pst needed to move forward with speed Vst is described by equation (15). 

 

                     (15)  

 

In opposite, a tracked vehicle standing still, engaging in a neutral turn with a radius of zero, only 

rotates on the spot and does not translate, needing only to overcome rotational resistance   . The 

power needed to perform a turn with the rotational speed of    is described by equation (16). 

 

          (16)  

 

, in which 

 
   

       

  
 

         

 
 

(17)  

 

 

Depending on the steering configuration, the factor     , will also be included which describes 

reistance due to energy lost whilst applying a breaking force to create retardation, the total 
turning resistance for any type of turn can then be described as  

 

 

                  

 

(18)  

                                  

 

(19)  
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The power needed to complete a turn depends on turning radii and speed. However, as soon to be 
shown, the need is heavily influenced by the relationship between   and  . 

Adjusting the proportions of a tracked vehicles tread length and track width allows for a bevy of 

different handling characteristics which in turn can be evaluated by i.e. Bekkers equation for 
softer types of soil. Looking only at solid, level grounds, with assumed constant isotropic 
coulomb friction, constant speed and turning radii, equations (13) and (14) clearly show when 

plotted that needed thrust for steering increase near exponentially as the ratio     decreases, see 

Figure 34. 

 

 

Figure 34. Lowering track width/track length ratio increases force required by the outside track (top graph) and inner 

track (bottom graph) due to increased influence of turning resistance 

 

The apex point, defined where the normal of the curve intersects origo, is the breaking point for 

the ratio where necessary force for steering increases excessively. By using Matlab, the apex 

location is approximated to be at a ratio of about 0.66. Going for values below 0.66 will result in 

a vehicle with high traction capability and angular stability up- and downhill, but poor turning 

and handling. Going for a ratio above 0.66 will yield better turning and handling performance 

but lower traction and stability properties.  To be able to make progress in the project and further 

calculations, a ratio of 0.7 is chosen. 
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Turning radii and power output 

With constant speed and set width/length ratio, the power needed for performing turns of radii r 

was calculated with equation (19), assuming no losses of power for internal components. Plotting 

the result whilst varying the radii yields Figure 35, for all calculations, the speed used was 0.455 

m/s. 

 

 

Figure 35. Power required performing turns of varying turning radii 

 

The power required to perform the largest, theoretically possible turn on the wall is about 140 

watts, increasing considerably to about 550 watts for a near neutral turn. In comparison, the 

power required for traveling in a straight line on flat ground is about 75 watts, but this power 

requirement also increases up to about 550 watts to climb an incline of 35 degrees, see Figure 36. 
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Figure 36. Power required climbing vary ing inclines, negative values represent breaking effort required  
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4.8 The Elimination of Manual Power 

The power envelope required for navigation at minimum speed requirements stretches from 75-

550 watts, meaning it is almost entirely beyond the 57 watts produced by individuals without 

upper limb impairment. Already, the initial power requirements limit the accessibility for many 

individuals, why choosing manual power defeats the purpose of the project.  

Power is dependent on time, meaning it is possible to scale a steep incline, at the cost of speed, 

this in turn necessitates some sort of gear mechanism that allows the user to control the ratio of 

power and speed; a gearbox of some sort and interface.  Already being under pretty strict 

volumetric demands, it makes no sense at all not to favor the electrical motor option over more 

complex options; it is compact, has the ability to provide varying power output and steering, and 

allows for free placement of batteries which will help to adjust the center of gravity if needed.  

4.9 Dimensioning the Electrical Drive train 

By opting for an all electrical drive train, there is no necessity for power transmissions other than 

electrical wires, reducing losses in mechanical movement, which is good. Dimensioning the 

electrical drive train starts with defining peak torque needed. The maximum torque output 

scenario for the motor will be when accelerating up a 35 degree incline; to be able to perform 

necessary calculations, drive sprocket diameter ddr is set to 9 cm and acceleration, a = 0.1 m/  . 

Max torque output per motor is calculated by (20): 

 
     

                       

 
    

 

(20)  

               

Necessary power developed depends on top speed in the incline, which should remain at 0.45 

m/s. Due to energy losses in motors and gears, the combined efficiency will be set to η = 0.77 

(OEM automatic, 2012) (Shandong Xianghe Group Co., Ltd.). The maximum power needed, 

     is described by (21): 

 
       

      

 
 

 

   
 

(21)  

 

                

 

To avoid the motor from burning out when operating at peak output, the rated motor power 

output will be higher that of the peak output.  
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Battery capacity 

Under the most ideal circumstances, navigating a return trip across a section of the great wall 

require a minimum amount of about 556 kJ. In any less than ideal circumstance, energy must be 

available for repeated turning, repeated accelerations from standstill, efficiency losses when 

operating during different weather conditions and so on.   

To compensate for these factors it’s better to over dimension the capacity leaving the 

optimization and reduction of capacity to actual testing. According to Cadex Electronics (2012) ,  

a 50% battery capacity loss occurs at operation in temperatures below -18°C, the battery capacity 

will therefore be at least 2 times of deemed capacity for a return trip at 23°C. 

 

4.10 Suspension 

Traveling across any section of the Great Wall of China inevitably leads to ascending and 

descending stairs, suspension is crucial to decreasing sudden vertical shock forces on the spine. 

Without suspension all vertical forces are in large absorbed by the seating and spine leading to 

discomfort and possible pain after repeated shocks.  

The chosen type of suspension for this project was a coil sprung dampened swing arm system 

which is simple, low maintenance, provides independent road wheel movement and the option to 

use progressive spring coil ratings if the need arises. This system was chosen over a rocker bogie 

suspension type as it has a better ability to climb obstacles without interference from the 

suspension (Critical past, 2012). 

To prevent motion sickness caused by vertical displacement during suspension travel, it’s 

recommended to keep the total suspension travel to about 6 cm, and to provide for a softer, more 

compliant ride, a spring frequency of about 1 Hz should be selected.  

Even though the suspension travel is 6 cm, a total of 10 cm clearance between the ground and 

undercarriage is given so that contact is not made and damage to the wall can be avoided if full 

compression were to occur.  
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Spring rates 

As large road wheels are desired as they allow for a smoother ride, the spring/damper setup will 

be placed internally as external space for a full stroke compression is not available. To minimize 

the internal swing arm movement during compression, a motion ratio, MR, of 2:1 is used, 

meaning that when the wheel travels 6 cm, the spring only compresses 3 cm. Consequently, a 

spring with a motion ratio of 2:1 needs to be twice as stiff as a spring with a motion ratio of 1:1 

to achieve the same performance. 

With weight distribution per road wheel SW, desired spring frequency f, and known MR, the 

spring ratio k is calculated by: 

 

                  (22)  

 

Since the spring/damper system is not perfectly perpendicular to the spring arm, the angle α 

between it and the perpendicular axis of the swing arm causes a reduction of effective spring rate. 

Therefore, the effective motion ratio of the spring/damper system expressed in percentage,   

    , is calculated by: 

 

 
           

 

   
       

(23)  

 

 

The final spring ratio   , with compensation is calculated by: 

 

 
          

         

   
   

(24)  
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Fatigue and failure calculation 

Pending proper dynamic evaluation and simulation, approximating loads was about making a 

careful guesstimate, calculating with forces from known static situations and initial conditions. 

The forces developed within the system were needed as they set the foundation for dimensioning 

components in the system such as axles and bearings.  

Known force generators are the motors at the rear sprockets, the torque creates a vertical load on 

the backmost road wheels, depending on the angle between the ground and tread, see Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37. The vert ical force Fs depends on the angle to the drive sprocket and size of motor torque  

 

Using the motor torque as the dimensioning load, a general schematic of the suspension system 

was created. Since most measurements are known, or can be derived by interaction with the 

sketches in SolidWorks, the reaction forces in the bearings are the only remaining unknowns. 

After the placements of bearings were set, the reaction forces could be defined and a shear-

torque diagram was established to further analyze the effects on the suspension shaft, 

determining necessary dimensions throughout the part. For the full analysis and dimensioning 

process, see Appendix 2. 
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5 RESULT 

This chapter describes the resulting design, created according to restrictions and decisions made 
in previous chapter. Throughout the entirety of the chapter as well as in a dedicated part at the 
end, there is a discussion of how applicable the results are to actual conditions.    

5.1 Chassis and Track 

All in all, the final track module had to be somewhat widened in order to fit a person properly.  

The resulting vehicle still remains compact and powerful and able to transport a passenger across 

the wall or other desired location, see Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38. General dimensions for the vehicle  

In total there are 8 individually sprung road wheels, supporting the weight of chassis, motor, 

battery, passenger and seating with a total sprung weight of 194 kg. The total weight with road 

wheels and other components is roughly 220 - 240 kg, divided between two tracks, each with a 

ground contact length of 80 cm.  

The final width of the vehicle is 68 cm and is a direct consequence of using a higher vehicle 

track width to length ratio of roughly 0.7, a compromise between preservation of longitudinal 

stability and maintaining a lower required power output when turning.  
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In theory this means that the vehicle will fit through the tower gates at Mutianyu, but seeing as 

the margin is very small, actual navigation might be harder than intended.  

With the current position of the forward guide sprockets, steps with a height lower than 25 cm 

should be easily overcome.  To avoid making ground contact, the vehicle has a ground clearance 

of 10 cm, leaving a 4 cm clearance when the suspension is fully compressed, see Figure 39. 

 

 

Figure 39. Additional dimensions for step and ground clearance 

 

With given dimensions, the vehicle with passenger is stable when static, in inclines between ±41 

degrees and sideway inclines of 24 degrees, a considerable increase compared with the standard 

wheelchair. For a full performance rundown of the vehicle and a comparison with the standard 

wheelchair and rundown, see   
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5.2 Suspension 

Located on the inside of the chassis are the eight suspension systems. To allow for full 

compression they have all been aligned in a horizontal position. This in turn creates a space 

between and below the suspension that can be used as battery space, see Figure 40. 

 

 

Figure 40. Coil springs aligned to leave central space for batteries  

The suspension consists of a coil spring damper system connected to the spring arm which is 

mounted to the suspension shaft. Bearings mounted and fixed in a bearing house which in turn is 

fixed to the chassis, holds the entire shaft. The road wheel arm connects to the suspension shaft 

on the opposite end of the spring arm; components mounted on the shaft are fixed by lock nuts, 

see Figure 41.  

 

Figure 41. Exploded view of the suspension assembly  
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5.3 Electrical Drive Train 

Motor 

As the total vehicle weight has increased due to the addition of the suspension system, the 

previous estimate must be recalculated. By reiterating equation (20) and (21), the new torque and 

power requirement becomes 40 Nm and 520 W.  

To provide this power, two motors, each with a rated power of 700W have been selected. As the 

specified torque at the maximum of 3000 rpm is 2.23 Nm, a two step, built in planetary gear 

reducer with a total gear ratio of 1:25 is selected, guaranteeing a top speed of 0.45 m/s at all 

times if necessary.  

Do note that the parameters have changed from the initial assumptions  due to added weight from 

suspension systems, requiring a more powerful engine and output torque. This new output torque 

in turn requires a new failure analysis of load bearing components, resulting in new dimensions 

and weight.. Because of this  time consuming process, the failure analysis and design of 

components will only be based on forces defined by the initial force estimates from the 32.4 Nm 

torque scenario. 

Battery 

The total capacity of the battery has been dependent on the remaining available space accessible 

inside of the track module. Filling this space out, whilst trying to maintain a low battery profile, 

for a lower center of gravity, the total battery capacity reaches an estimated 10.4 MJ. To achieve 

the proper voltage and amperage required for the motor and power developed, cells with the 

capacity of 12 V and 60 Ah, will be placed in a parallel configuration of two strings, where each 

string consists of two individual cells connected in series (2S2P), requiring a total of four cells.  

 

 

Figure 42. A llocated volume (green) for battery cells, evenly distributed with vertical space to spare 
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5.4 Location for Center of Gravity 

By further analyzing the human body model, see Figure 43, the calculated CG lies about 16 cm 

above the buttocks. However, as this is a zero thickness model, another 9 cm will be added, 

representing offset due to seating assets.  For good measure, another 10 cm are added to account 

for seat and frame, yielding: 

 

                 ] 

 

Placing the passenger so that its’ CG coincides vertically with the vehicle CG is easy, but not 

convenient as legs will be protruding in front of the vehicle, obstructing vision and potentially 

risking bumping the legs into other things. Therefore it is better to place the passenger so that the 

body protrudes as little outside of the vehicle as possible, though, this creates an offset in 

common CG. Compensating for this problem is not a big of a problem as the battery cells can be 

re-distributed, shifting the common CG back to the longitudinal center again. This adjustment 

does come at the cost of an overall higher common CG, but as the difference is minute, it will 

not affect general stability considerably, see Figure 43. 

 

 

Figure 43. User CG (green) and vehicle CG (red) balanced to create a centrally located common CG (blue)  
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5.5 User Environment 

As restricted by the scope, seating has not been developed for the track module, instead there has 

been left ample space for simpler, compact seating solutions such as suspended hammock seats. 

This particular type of seat is not suitable for longer sitting sessions, but with an estimated 

traveling time of 2 – 3 hours, it should be sufficient not to cause discomfort. The seat itself 

should also have at least a 4 point, and preferably a 6 point harness to assure the passenger does 

not have to strain against falling out when going down inclines.  

For the legs it would be recommended to have suspended leg supports with straps, reducing the 

risk for legs to sway outside of the vehicle. Angle between torso/thighs and thighs/calves are 110 

and 115 degrees respectively, values that comply with set guidelines.  

In general it would be recommended to use seating materials that allow for a high circulation of 

air between user and cushioning materials. As temperatures can reach 30 – 40 degrees Celsius 

while on the wall, poorly ventilated cushioning can cause heavy sweating and discomfort.  

With the proposed seating position and used body dimensions, eye height will be located 110 cm 

above ground, similar as per standard height for regular wheelchairs. The field of view below 

horizon level towards the front of the vehicle is 33 degrees, 2 degrees shy of the set goal, with 

vision subsequently being hindered by legs and tracks, free field of view is granted to the sides.  

Compared to a person standing with an eye height of 180 cm, the view on the Great Wall of 

China, no matter section, will be somewhat affected. This is mostly because of the side walls on 

the main walk being taller than 110 cm, effectively obstructing views directly to the sides. When 

looking straight forward along the extent of the wall, the difference in eye height becomes much 

less noticeable, see Figure 44. 

 

Figure 44. Differences in perspective, left column eye height of ~180 cm, right column ~110 cm. 
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5.6 Project Conclusion and Discussion 

General result 

With the lofty goal of having a vehicle, able to transport a passenger across the Mutianyu section 

of the Great Wall of China, the result has proven somewhat disappointing. In relative terms, the 

fact that the vehicle is of a size where it barely squeezes through the gates, it is not much of a 

problem. The actual downfall of the project lies in the laws of physics, as specified; parts of the 

wall have stairs with an inclination of 53 degrees. Following this fact with the assumption that 

the frictional constant carries the ideal value µ = 1 at all times, physics still dictate that the force 

from the gravitational downwards pull exceeds the available friction in a slope greater than 45 

degrees, meaning the vehicle will slide down in these slopes due to insufficient grip. 

For the project as a whole, this fact has resulted in two things; firstly, all designs have been 

aimed at only coping with an incline of 35 degrees as this is the second highest incline, designing 

for more than this is futile. Secondly, a tracked vehicle cannot cross the entire Mutianyu section 

unless it has sticky tracks and a frictional coefficient of roughly 2 which in turn means it 

probably will not be able to turn due to excessive turning resistance.  

The conclusion is that a tracked vehicle is not the optimal choice of transportation when desiring 

to overcome the steepest parts of the wall. However, with given size restrictions, a tracked 

vehicle will provide with the most space efficient solution and work as desired, assuming it does 

not lose traction due to excessive inclines.  

The practicality of the vehicle, as designed, at the Mutianyu section is decent, but this is only 

assuming that there are not massive crowds.  

Project purpose 

The premise of the entire project was based on the statement “increase mobility for wheelchair 

users” while located at the robotics department at BJTU in Beijing, China. This allowed for the 

writer to independently select the final project purpose, resulting in a formulation based more on 

personal interests and observations than research if there actually was a problem in the first case.  

It might be argued that solving a non specific problem with fairly extreme specifications is 

similar to constructing houses on the moon, nobody has really been there, so why should efforts 

be made to construct houses on the moon if the commercial technology to go there or the market 

does not exist? Development and perspective is why. Not constructing houses on the moon, or in 

this case, strapping tourists to pacified and specially adapted war vehicles, is equal to denying a 

group of people the chance to explore something that everyone already has access to, and maybe, 

discover that they were actually missing out due to the fact that they didn’t have the tools 

necessary.  

So why not research how to make it a reality? 
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Reliability 

For the entire project, the goal has been to achieve as many of set goals as possible and as for 

any project, the result will serve as a gauge of how well it was achieved. For this project there 

are three types of results that can be measured, observable, plausible and unconfirmed results.  

The observable results relate to quantifiable amounts such as total vehicle weight, size, seating 

positions, viewing angles and similar properties that are a consequence of decisions taken during 

the assessments and design of the final vehicle. These results are undeniable but might be 

adjustable as they are based on ergonomic recommendations, choice of material or maximum 

width limitations. Further, information gathered and statements made to support the decisions for 

this group of results can be verified by multiple sources, thus, the reliability of these results are 

very high.  

  

The second type of results mainly concern resulting dimensions for parts as bearings, springs, 

shafts and other load bearing components. All parts are commonly used and formulas concerning 

their use and construction are well established and used widely, thus there is no lack in 

credibility on this behalf. Lack of reliability is due to the inability to apply dynamical simulation 

and verification to assess claims and results. Knowing for sure whether or not an assumed 

maximum force truly is the maximum force that could ever possibly be achieved during normal 

usage was not possible; because of this precautions had to be taken.  

Damage accumulation methods used as a basis for failure analysis is a good approach to take 

when uncertainties regarding material properties exist and  using higher safety margins 

compensates for uncertainty in dynamic forces. The resulting components are sturdy and failure 

is not likely, but it still cannot be verified until simulated or tested in real life.  

 

The third type, the unconfirmed results are purely related to handling on the Great Wall of China. 

For example, assessing stability in an incline is fairly easy if the vehicle is treated as a static, non 

moving body with ideal traction on a smooth dry surface, toppling is only a consequence of a 

poorly located center of gravity as previously discussed. Adding velocity, uneven stairs, non 

continuous ground contact, anisotropic friction, individual suspension compression and 

movement as well as compressing torque from the motors, the situation is not as easy to asses 

with proper software.  

As things are, this lack of confirmation casts a vast shadow of doubt on the final result, 

seemingly rendering the entire project to no more than an elaborate manual, describing the 

approach of reasoning to construct a vehicle within set parameters.  
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5.7  Further Research and Recommendations 

Interest in product 

Seeing as there are many types of products targeted at increasing mobility for wheelchair users in 

different activities such as mountain biking, it would be equally interesting in knowing how large 

the interest for this vehicle would be. Even though navigation on the Great Wall of China might 

not be entirely feasible, perhaps there is large enough interest to warrant a redesign for cross-

country exploration or other areas.  

Hardware design 

Many parts and components remain to be constructed and therefore, any further research should 

place large focus on design recommendations for these components used in tracked vehicles. The 

book Theory of ground vehicles, 3rd edition (J.Y Wong, 2001) is an excelent starting point, but it 

is rather mathematically intense. A lot of time could be invested otherwhere if cooperation with a 

2 nd party intresent was established, such as an manufacturer of similar tracked vehicles, that 

could act as a tutor or source of guidance.  

Prototyping 

Constructing a physical prototype might be an expensive endeavor for the single student, 

especially as several prototype variations might be need to conduct proper testing and 

comparisons. ADAMS is one of the software suits that can be recommended for use, but, 

simulating tracked vehicles requires excellent knowledge in how to simulate the interface 

between tracks and sprockets, road wheels and surface. If this knowledge is not available or 

made available through external sources, simpler used methods should be researched.  
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Appendix 1.    ADAAG standards for slopes and ramps 

A4.3.1 General.  

(1) Travel Distances. Many people with mobility impairments can move at only very slow 

speeds; for many, traveling 200 ft (61 m) could take about 2 minutes. This assumes a rate 

of about 1.5 ft/s (455 mm/s) on level ground. It also assumes that the traveler would move 

continuously. However, on trips over 100 ft (30 m), disabled people are apt to rest 

frequently, which substantially increases their trip times. Resting periods of 2 minutes for 

every 100 ft (30 m) can be used to estimate travel times for people with severely limited 

stamina. In inclement weather, slow progress and resting can greatly increase a disabled 
person's exposure to the elements. 

4.3.7 Slope.  

An accessible route with a running slope greater than 1:20 is a ramp and shall comply with 

4.8. Nowhere shall the cross slope of an accessible route exceed 1:50.  

A4.8.2 Slope and Rise.  

Ramp slopes between 1:16 and 1:20 are preferred. The ability to manage an incline is 

related to both its slope and its length. Wheelchair users with disabilities affecting their 

arms or with low stamina have serious difficulty using inclines. Most ambulatory people and 

most people who use wheelchairs can manage a slope of 1:16. Many people cannot manage 
a slope of 1:12 for 30 ft (9 m).” 

 

For areas where these standards cannot be followed due to space restrictions, following 
exceptions are made according to ADAAG:  

“4.1.6 Accessible Buildings: Alterations. 

(3) Special Technical Provisions for Alterations to Existing Buildings and Facilities:  

(a) Ramps: Curb ramps and interior or exterior ramps to be constructed on sites or in 

existing buildings or facilities where space limitations prohibit the use of a 1:12 slope or less 
may have slopes and rises as follows:  

(i) A slope between 1:10 and 1:12 is allowed for a maximum rise of 6 inches.  

(ii) A slope between 1:8 and 1:10 is allowed for a maximum rise of 3 inches. A slope 
steeper than 1:8 is not allowed. 

 

4.1.7 Accessible Buildings: Historic Preservation. 

(3) Historic Preservation: Minimum Requirements:  
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(a) At least one accessible route complying with 4.3 from a site access point to an 
accessible entrance shall be provided.  

EXCEPTION: A ramp with a slope no greater than 1:6 for a run not to exceed 2 ft (610 mm) 
may be used as part of an accessible route to an entrance. 

 

Table 4. ADAAG standards for ramps 

 

Inclination Degrees Maximum rise [mm] Maximum run [m] 

1:6* 9.5 102 0.61  

1:8 7.1 75 N/A 

1:10 5.7 75 N/A 

1:12 4.8 150 9  

1:16 3.6 760 9  

1:20 2.9 760 12 

1:48** 1.2 N/A N/A 

 

* Exception according to ADAAG 4.1.7 due to historic preservation 

** Maximum allowed cross slope inclination 
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Appendix 2. Basic force analysis of the suspension 

system 
 

Problem 

Use determined data and methods to create a prototype shaft designed for usage for a time of 5 

years. Additionally, bearings are to be chosen that will at the very least match the required life-

span. A suggestion for a hub will be drawn out, but not fully dimensioned based on usage 

requirements. For the prototype, the following shall be presented: 

 Dimensions for the shaft and chosen material.  

 Selection of bearing type, suggested mounting and fixtures.  

 Preliminary drafts of the shaft, bearings and hub in an assembled position 

 

Suspension configuration 

The general directions and position of the different forces affecting the spring shaft, bearings and 

respective arms are explained in    . The shaft is divided into 4 sections, located at the mounting 

position of the parts.    

 

Figure 45. General layout of bearings, arms and forces  
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Maximum force 

The choice has been made not to make assumptions about dynamic forces that cannot be derived 

from already known forces, such as motor torque. This choice is made due to not knowing how 

the vehicle, with eight load bearing points, will behave on top of the wall and which type of 

impact forces to include. Instead, the highly influential force   , from the motor torque will be 

used as a basis for all calculations and the results can serve as a model for further dynamic 

studies, simulations and refinements.  

 

Motor torque influence is described by  

 
   

 

   
         

 

(25)  

   
    

     
                

 

Fatigue  

Crossing thousands of steps in one trip, achieving more than one million load cycles will not take 

long. It is therefore a necessity to dimension the most critical components so they endure the 

repeated stresses. The method used was the standard damage accumulation method, used for 

ductile materials enduring cyclic loads.  

The suggested load scenario is that the vehicle will be used all days of the year, 4 times a day, 

having to withstand the full force from the motor torque 200 cycles per trip. The minimum 

expected life-span is 10 years. In total, during 10 years, the components must endure about 3 

million force cycles from due to the motor torque. With this as background, it’s highly motivated 

to design the components for an infinite life-span.  

To design a component with infinite life-span, any force applied to the part must not create a 

stress exceeding a certain level, the endurance limit, in order to avoid cumulative damage and 

eventual failure. By designing for infinite life using a high level of force, any lower force will 

not cause cumulative damage, and the infinite life will remain.  

Chosen material for the shaft is wrought steel with basic material properties detailed in table 

Table 5. 
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Table 5. Material properties for wrought steel 

   515  [MPa] 

   275  [MPa] 

 

To calculate the actual endurance limit, several factors must be taken into account such as 

surface finish, type of loading, final material size, desired reliability etc. The values and variables 

for wrought steel used to calculate the endurance limit are presented in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Variables used to calculate the endurance limit  

   190  [MPa] 

   1 - 

    1 - 

   0.82 - 

   0.825 - 

The estimated actual endurance strength is calculated by equation (23) 

   
                      (26)  

   
           

With the force     from the motor on the swing arm, the resulting forces and torque throughout 

the shaft are as presented in  (           : 

Table 7. Forces throughout the shaft 

   580  [N] 

   1200 [N] 

    -520  [N] 

    -1400  [N] 

    1800  [N] 

    790  [N] 

   90 [Nm] 
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The design factor N will be set to 3 as there is uncertainty about dynamic loading. Another 

safeguard due to uncertainty is the tension concentration factor   , it will be set to the fairly high 

value of 2.5 across the entire shaft.    is the torque transmitted through the shaft and   is the 

local bending torque.  

Applying all variables, the shaft diameter can be calculated by equation (24): 

 

 

    
   

 
  

   

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
  
  

 

 

 

 
  

 

(27)     

 

Calculated dimensions are presented in Table 8. 

 

Table 8.  Minimum required diameters  

Section Diameter [mm] 

0 26 

1 40 

2 32 

3 26 
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Setup in SolidWorks 

In accordance with calculated segment diameters, the shaft for the swing arm suspension was 

modeled. To confirm the calculations the model was mounted in virtual fixtures and restrictors, 

see Figure 46. The pink faces indicate areas where force has been applied. On the far left, torque 

   and upwards facing    is applied, on the far right, the spring force   . The bearings and the 

area they fix are represented by the blue arrows and fields, the fixture is set up as to allow 

transmission of torque but the bearings themselves are stiff and not self-aligning. On the far right, 

a movement restriction, marked by green arrows and planes are in place on the top and bottom 

faces of the square shaft. The restriction allows for movement in parallel to the green plane, but 

not in traverse direction. This type of fixture creates a counter torque but does not restrict the 

force or deformation created by the spring force     which in turn influence the bearings and 

shaft. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 46. Restraint and force setup for the suspension shaft 
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Result  

To further verify the design of the shaft, FEM simulations are run in SolidWorks with all 

identified forces inserted at their respective positions. The shaft is designed in accordance with 

calculated measurements; the result indicates that the highest stress within the part reaches 110 

MPa within a volume of less than 0.1% of the entire body volume. Points of high stress are 

concentrated at the transition between the circular and square cross-section, see Figure 47. The 

transition has to have a fillet of at least 1.5 mm in radius and experimenting have shown that 

more generous fillets will reduce the tension even further. In the immediate area, tensions 

quickly subside to much lower levels, see Figure 48. 

If desired, one alternative to decrease the areas of higher tension is to further increase the 

dimensions of the shaft. However, this alteration requires bearings for larger diameter shafts and 

the resulting housing will be too intrusive and interfere with other components in the vehicle.  
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Figure 47. Mesh configuration and tension spread throughout the shaft, highest tension concentration marked in red  
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Figure 48. Volumes highlighted in sequential order with tension higher or equal to -, half of-, and a quarter 

of the endurance limit 

≈110 MPa 

≥65 MPa 

≥32 MPa 
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Bearings 

In regards to immediate deformation of the shaft, no more than a shift of 0.04 mm has been 

recorded at shaft extremes, meaning there is no risk for shortened bearing life or failure due to 

angular misalignment. For the shaft, two different sized single rowed angular contact ball 

bearings are used due to the varying diameter of the bearing mounts.  

These bearings never complete full revolutions, but do perform slow partial rotations as the 

swing arm moves like a pendulum. When using bearings in this type of application, only the 

static strength of the bearing needs to be taken into consideration.  

Choosing any pair of single row angular contact bearings mated in an O-configuration, with 

inner diameters matching to those of the suspension shaft, the resulting e stimated usage lifetime 

exceeds 100 years of continuous use.   
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Suggested drafts and spring assembly 
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Appendix 3. Performance data and comparison with 

wheelchair 

Table 9. Track module specificat ion 

Vehicle weight 80 [kg] 

Sprung weight 194 [kg] 

Total weight  220--240 [kg] 

Critical positive angle – w. 
passenger 

41 [degrees] 

Critical negative angle – w. 
passenger 

-41 [degrees] 

Critical positive angle – w/o 
passenger 

73 [degrees] 

Critical negative angle – w/o 
passenger 

-58 [degrees] 

Table 10. Specificat ions for electoral motor type 110ZYT155:2S25 

Rated power output  700 [W] 

Peak power output 520 [W] 

Rated/peak power ratio 1.34 [W] 

Maximum allowed torque output 40 [Nm] 

Recommended voltage 24 [V] 

Recommended ampere ≤ 45 [A] 

Rotational speed/min 3000 [rpm] 

Input/output ratio 25:1  

Table 11. Specificat ions for batteries  

Voltage 12 [V] 

Ampere hours 60 [Ah] 

Cell power output 720 [W] 

Theoretical minimum capacity 556  [kJ] 

Available capacity 10.4  [MJ] 

Configuration 2S2P  

Type Lithium Polymer (LiPo)  
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Table 12. Data comparison between the tracked module and standard wheelchair  

Maximum passenger weight 114 114 [kg] 

Maximum total weight 240 124 [kg] 

Standard maximum width 0.68 0.66 [m] 

Minimum required width 
clearance 

0.1 0.1 [m] 

Standard maximum length 1.34 1065 [m] 

Center of gravity height 0.66 0.8 (approximated) [m] 

Critical positive inclination  41 16 [degrees] 

Critical negative inclination -41 18 [degrees] 

Critical sideways inclination 24 22 [degrees] 

Turning radius ≥0 ≥0 [m] 

 

 


